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he PMI New Jersey Chap-
ter has been involved with 
the Franklin Township 

Food Bank’s largest fundraiser 
of the year for several years. The 
event, called Tour de Franklin, 
features bicycle rides of varying 
lengths, from one to 62 miles, 
as well as a neighborhood walk. 
This year, the tour celebrated its 
25th anniversary.

Initially, chapter members 
helped with event day 
execution tasks, such as parking, 
registration and food service. 
In addition to providing the 
same tour event execution help 
this year, chapter members also lent 
their professional 
expertise to the 
Food Bank's 
Tour Planning 
Committee:

 Alexey Shiskin 
provided 
assistance with 
planning/project 
management

 Doreen Clark, 
PMP, assisted 
with marketing

 Velmani 
Natarajan, 
PMP, provided 
assistance with 
process improvement

 Martin Ouku helped with the  
volunteer organization. 
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Food Bank Aid Expands from  
Execution to Project Management

T

PMI New Jersey Chapter 

member Melinda Posipanko 

laying out breakfast for tour 

participants.

By Melinda Posipanko, PMP, Director, Community Outreach

For the third year in a row, Team 
PMINJ—led this year by Lystra 
Haynes, PMP—participated in the 
rides and raised US$685 toward 
the Food Bank’s goal.

With the chapter’s help, 660 
tour participants have raised 
over US$63,000 for the Franklin 
Township Food Bank. All involved 
chapter volunteers earned 
professional development units 
(PDUs) while serving the local 
community. This was truly a 
win–win for the chapter and for 
Franklin Township. 

PMI New Jersey Chapter volunteers Mahesh Jagannataan 

and Anandakumar Shanamugam checking in another 

tour volunteer

each of us as volunteers is part of. 
Having now been at this LIM, I really 
do feel part of a global organization. 
I can’t wait to attend the next one!

I feel much more confident in my 
skills as a leader and understand 
clearly what I need to do. I have 
already begun to restructure my 
teams at the PMI United Kingdom 
Chapter following the best practices 
I learned at the LIM. This was 
something I always planned to 
do, but the true importance only 
became apparent to me when 
learning from the experiences of 
leaders who have been in a similar 
position before. I hope that my 
improved knowledge will help me 
empower my teams to even  
greater success.

I am shortly about to start a new 
job and have already spoken to my 
new employer about how valuable 
I found the LIM experience. In fact, 
she is so sold on the concept she 
has promised to support me to  
keep volunteering. The benefits this 
will bring the company are clear 
and she has even requested I think 
about how I can encourage my 
colleagues to get involved in  
similar voluntary work!

Dino Butorac, PMP, PMI Region 

Mentor, Central Europe:

I found the Leader-to-Leader 
session particularly interesting 
because it answered my question 
about the direction that PMI 
is taking with expansion of the 
certification program to business 
analysis and the newly announced 
PMI Professional in Business 
Analysis (PMI-PBA)SM certificate. 
With requirements management 
being so critical to project success, 
it does make sense to further 
deepen PMI’s focus in that area.
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